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finds for him but he soon grows bored, drops the job, and returns
to what he fondly calls his painting. Tim has never sold a picture
in his life—except to Douglas. Perhaps I'm not competent to judge
the quality of Tim's work—his murky, gloomy style does not appeal
to me—but I'm competent to judge the quantity. Tim paints only
when the spirit moves him, which is seldom. Weeks pass when he
doesn't touch a brush.
Tim and his wife, Mimi, fawn on Douglas sickeningly. Douglas
repays their flattery handsomely and not just in a financial way.
He proclaims Tim everywhere to be an unrecognized genius. He
feels privileged, as he tells everybody, to be Tim's only patron.
Ordinarily Douglas has a lively sense of his own worth and a high
regard for his legal skill. At times he can be almost arrogant. In
Tim's company Douglas becomes a diffident, obsequious sort of
person, apparently overwhelmed by his brother's "brilliance." To
see Douglas, my strong, clever husband, permit himself to be di-
minished in this fashion makes me feel almost ill.
Tim and Mimi seek Douglas* advice at every turn. The three of
them talk over their most intimate affairs and my affairs, too. As
soon as I told Douglas I was pregnant with our first child, he
rushed to the phone and notified Tim. Immediately Tim and Mimi,
who had been married for ten childless years, began to wonder
whether they ought to start a baby. They automatically consulted
Douglas. He approved. Their daughter was born four months after
our first son. Douglas settled Mimi's hospital bills, he paid for their
baby's layette, he bought nursery furniture that is a duplicate of
ours. Whatever I do, Mimi is bound to copy. The moment she
heard I had enrolled for a few college courses, she decided to go to
college, too. Douglas is happily paying tuition for us both.
He is also paying their grocery bills, as I learned from the butcher
the other day. Tim and Mimi have no rent worries. Douglas built a
house for them, after we bought our house. He is half owner of the
building where Tim has the studio he uses mainly as a recreation-
lounging room. This studio is in the same block with Douglas' office;
he and Tim manage to lunch together four or five times a week

